Google Update [S. Kennedy]

Please see attachment for details.

WCMS Update [D. Turner]

The goal of the web program is to standardize campus web presence. It contains a number of objectives: create new design, implement web content system, create training program and make the program consistent with campus level governance. The steering committee actively guides policy, development, service strategy and correct course. 75 sites are currently active. 35 are actively in migration, with 75 candidates remaining.

Please see attached PowerPoint for more details.

Mobile Project Update [D. Turner]

Our existing app for mobile devises lacks functionality (including small home page with lots of scrolling necessary and not enough capacity for web services data feeds). The project is currently in the charter phase. UR is the primary stakeholder. The plan is to leverage work wherever possible (UC mobile framework).

See attachment for more details.

UCPath Update [L. Eppler]

There are 65 interface gaps to date, with 18 resolved (8 of which require system modification or bolt-ons). Remaining will be resolved with reporting or via business process. Examples of system wide gaps are FICA exempt students, dues to bargaining units, benefit programs module and how to enroll certain dependents. Unknowns include building of 1) operational data store, 2) general ledger integration, 3) time and attendance system reconfiguration and 4) transition to biweekly pay.

System wide group is meeting with consultant to discuss general ledger integration issues and state requirements for reporting.

System integration is projected for November and payroll testing next March. Business center decision will be made this month.

ITS Budget Reduction [M. Doyle]

ITS planning for one-time deductions is due to EVC and P&B by next Monday. Main goal is to preserve instruction, research and infrastructure. ITS continues to look at open, vacant positions. Mary asked committee what could be gained by looking at the entirety of the campus and how combined work could bring about more proficiency. Feedback included the following:
• There are a lot of backup services in Soc Sci and a variety of different solutions, economy of scale depending on infrastructure
• There is a concentration of Media Services in the Arts but not in other divisions. Opportunity for partnerships
• CRM structure lends itself to partnership
• Efficacy in cloud computing
• Streamline classroom booking
• Streamline declaring a major
• There are a lot of textbook issues in the Economics Dept
• Michelle spoke of the current curricular mapping project, found here: http://crp.soe.ucsc.edu/

---

**Next meeting: Wednesday, May 16 1:30-3PM 212 Kerr Hall**